We present a new method that allows a separation of the attribution of human influence in extreme events into changes in atmospheric flows and changes in other processes. Assuming two data sets of model simulations or observations representing a natural, or 'counter-factual' climate, and the actual, or 'factual' climate, we show how flow analogs used across data sets can provide quantitative estimates of each contribution to the changes in probabilities of extreme events. We apply this method to the extreme January precipitation amounts in Southern UK such as were observed in the winter of 2013/ 2014. Using large ensembles of an atmospheric model forced by factual and counterfactual sea surface temperatures, we demonstrate that about a third of the increase in January precipitation amounts can be attributed to changes in weather circulation patterns and two thirds of the increase to thermodynamic changes. This method can be generalized to many classes of events and regions and provides, in the above case study, similar results to those obtained in Schaller et al (2016 Nat. Clim. Change 6 627-34) who used a simple circulation index, describing only a local feature of the circulation, as in other methods using circulation indices (van Ulden and van Oldenborgh 2006 Atmos. Chem. Phys. 6 863-81).
Introduction
Every extreme weather event is unique and the result of the interplay between specific atmospheric dynamics (large-scale flows) and other physical processes. For instance, large-scale persisting anticyclonic and stagnant air conditions are necessary for the development of summer heat waves. This provides high radiation heating of the ground and allows for the accumulation of heat over a period of several days to weeks. However the heat build-up during such conditions strongly depends on the state of soil moisture (Seneviratne et al 2010 , Quesada et al 2012 . In the mid-latitudes cold spells in winter are usually generated by blocking anticyclones (Rex 1950) leading to strong radiative cooling of the Earth surface in the absence of clouds and strong meridional circulations. Snow cover, and its interplay with radiation, modulates temperatures (Shongwe et al 2007 , Orsolini et al 2013 . For heavy precipitation events both the large-scale flow conditions (in particular sustained zonal flow in Europe) and the thermodynamic capacity of the atmosphere to hold water are necessary causes of the event.
Human-induced climate change will likely act on all these processes by modifying, on the one hand, large-scale flows, and on the other hand many physical processes such as the thermodynamic increase of water vapor, which will be respectively be referred to as 'dynamical' and 'thermodynamical' changes in the following. In the past decade, a number of methods to detect and attribute a human influence in the change of odds of extreme events have been developed (see Stott et al 2016 for a review). However methods generally focused on assessing the overall human imprint on the probabilities of extremes but not attempted to assess the individual contributions through the driving processes separately. In particular, detection of changes in large-scale circulation inducing changes in the frequency of occurrence of extreme events is a challenge due to the weak signal of climate change in flows compared to natural variability in flows. This issue has only been addressed in a handful of very recent studies. For instance, van Haren et al (2013) looked at the circulation patterns associated with extreme winter precipitation in the Rhine basin and found that these have become more frequent. Horton et al (2015) showed that an increasing frequency of summer anticyclonic conditions have probably increased the number of heat waves, but could hardly find a signal in the winter season but over Central/ Western Asia. In a recent model study, Schaller et al (2016) showed that a human-induced increase of persisting low sea-level pressure (SLP) North West of Scotland has probably increased the probability of heavy precipitation in the Southern UK such as witnessed in the winter 2013/2014. The influence of changes in large-scale circulation on several climate variables was evidenced by van Ulden and van Oldenborgh (2006) and Vautard and Yiou (2009) , but extreme events were not considered in these studies.
By contrast, the influence of anthropogenic climate change on the thermodynamic component of extremes has been shown to have altered the frequency and magnitude of extreme weather events in a few more instances. By conditioning on the large-scale flow Yiou et al (2007) and Cattiaux et al (2009) showed how warm the fall and winter of 2006/2007 was compared to previous decades in similar flows, and how an increase in sea surface temperatures (SST) with a similar atmospheric flow increases such autumn warmth. Similarly, Cattiaux et al (2010) showed that the cold winter of 2009-2010 was actually warmer than expected during the second half of the 20th century, given the negative record of North-Atlantic Oscillation index. Again conditioning on the flow, Yiou and Cattiaux (2014) and Christidis and Stott (2015) showed that in a climate without human influence, flows encountered along the stormy winter of 2013-2014 would have led to slightly weaker extreme precipitation amounts. They also showed a weak signal in the increase of occurrence of the sustained southerly flows that were part of the cause of the large amounts. To our knowledge the study of Schaller et al (2016) is the only one comprehensively assessing the overall change in the odds of extreme precipitation while also assessing the relative contribution of a change in the largescale flow and the change in thermodynamics. However the method used an index for circulations that was tailored to the case (the monthly mean sea level pressure at a carefully selected point), and described one specific feature of the flow, which was shown to be sensitive to the exact SST patterns (Haustein et al 2016) . This calls for a more general method that would be applicable to other areas and types extreme events also, and would account for more flow characteristics.
Building on this specific case study we here develop a generic methodology to detect and attribute dynamical and thermodynamical contributions to changes in the probabilities of extreme events, due to changes in external forcings. This method generalizes the analysis of Schaller et al (2016) . The approach uses the 'flow analog' methodology, which was initially developed for a number of meteorological problems and limited observational records (e.g. weather predictability Lorenz 1969; downscaling Zorita and Von Storch 1999) . Applied to detection problems, flow analogs were first used by Yiou et al (2007) for thermodynamical changes and Vautard and Yiou (2009) for dynamical changes, without developed formalism.
General methodology
Current event attribution schemes consider a onedimensional climate variable or index x characterizing the extreme event. This can be precipitation or temperature or a more complex index, including impact indicators such as river run-off or wet-bulb temperature. It is characterized over a certain temporal and spatial scale. In the example of the extreme rain amount of January 2014 developed by Schaller et al (2016) , x is the monthly rainfall amount averaged over Southern UK Let us consider the 'extreme event' or the 'class of extreme events' as defined by ' x exceeding a certain threshold x '. 0 Over the same time scale, the large-scale atmospheric flow F can be characterized by mean SLP or the 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500) field over a region which is characterizing the large scale weather pattern over the area of the extreme event. In previous studies over Europe (Yiou et al 2007 , Cattiaux et al 2010 , for instance, the Euro-Atlantic (30-65N, 80W-30E) region was selected. In this study, we focus on a smaller atmospheric region, used in the framework of the EURO-CORDEX project (Jacob et al 2014) .
The relation between x and the flow is not unequivocal, but similar flows lead to a similar probability distributions of x, which can strongly deviate from the climatological distribution. We will call hereafter these probabilities the 'flow-conditioned probabilities', bearing in mind that these depend on the definition of the flow. For instance, van Ulden and van Oldenborgh (2006) showed how the PDFs of monthly mean temperature and precipitation in the Netherlands depend on the circulation characteristics. Christidis and Stott (2015) showed that the type of flows encountered during Winter 2013/2014 increased the probability of large amounts of precipitation in Southern UK (defined by DJF precipitation over Southern UK exceeding a threshold corresponding to a 1-in-10 yr event estimated with DJF rainfall data since 1948/49) by a factor of 8 relative to climatology. Similarly, anticyclonic summer flows generally lead to a shifted temperature distribution, leading to an increased probability of exceeding a high temperature threshold relative to climatology in summer and low temperatures in winter. Here, as in previous articles (e.g. Cattiaux et al 2010), we calculate the flow-conditioned probabilities by counting empirically the frequency, among similar flows, of those leading to an exceedance. The similarity-or analogy-of flows is defined in two ways here: flow clusters or flow analogs.
The general methodology aims at decomposing the changes in probabilities of exceeding a threshold for x between two different 'worlds' representing the factual world with greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations as observed today and a counterfactual world with the anthropogenic forcings removed. To estimate how changes in the flows alone have influenced exceedance probabilities, the key concept is to combine the counterfactual distribution of flows with the factual flow-conditioned probabilities, and to compare it with the combination of factual distribution of flows with factual flow-conditioned probabilities. This requires that one can calculate the factual flow-conditioned probability for each counterfactual flow. A main assumption here is therefore that we can find good analogs of each counter-factual flow in the factual set of flows. This is a reasonable assumption precisely because of the comparably small anthropogenic signal on the large-scale flow. To detect possible changes on the atmospheric circulation in the first place large ensembles of simulations and advanced statistics are necessary. If the two worlds were drastically different in obvious ways, then the exercise of detection and attribution would be trivial.
We now show how these concepts unfold using two similarity definitions, the first one (flow clusters) being conceptually simpler but less general than the second (analogs) for operational use.
Flow clusters
A simple way to define flow similarity is through gathering flows into a small number K of fixed clusters F 1 , F 2 , K, F K , or 'weather regimes' (Mo and Ghil1987, Michelangeli et al1995) according to a metric. The flow-conditioned probabilities of x are then calculated as fixed within a given cluster assuming that all flows within the cluster lead to identical distributions of x. The climatological probability > ( ) P x x o of x exceeding threshold x o can be calculated as the average of the probability conditional on each specific cluster weighted by the cluster frequency:
k is the probability of exceeding x o in cluster F , k with ( ) P F k being the probability of the flow falling in cluster F k .
Following the above principles, we assume that the factual and counterfactual worlds have the same clusters, however with potentially different probabilities of occurrence. Thus, all probabilities in equation (1) can be different in the two different ensembles representing the factual world:
and the counterfactual world that might have been with anthropogenic drivers removed:
Since we assume that cluster types are the same in both worlds and that the probability of an extreme is constant within each cluster (but different in factual and counterfactual worlds), dynamical changes are exclusively due to changes in probabilities of occurrence of each flow type between the two cases, ( )
The dynamical contribution of climate change on the threshold exceedance probability can be measured by replacing the factual with the counterfactual cluster occurrence probabilities in (2) and subtracting it from (2):
Similarly, effects of changes in other than dynamical processes, which will be called here 'thermodynamical changes contribution', can be estimated as:
Note that both contributions do not necessarily add up to the overall probability change
due to remaining cross-terms:
( )
However these terms should be of second order and small if changes between factual and counter-factual are small as assumed. If not, this would mean either a drastic change in flows or in thermodynamics or both. Figure 1 illustrates the above concepts from a synthetic example with four flow clusters. In Clusters #1 and #3 the probability of occurrence are equal in the two different ensembles, while Cluster #2 dominates in the counterfactual climate and Cluster #4 dominates in the factual climate. In Clusters #1 and #4, thermodynamical changes induce a higher probability of exceedance than in Clusters #2 and #3 where there is no thermodynamical change. In this example Cluster #3 does not undergo any change between the two climates, Cluster #1 changes are due to thermodynamics only, Cluster #2 changes are due to dynamics only, and in Cluster #4, the probability of extreme events becomes higher both due to dynamics and thermodynamics. The overall probability of exceedance is higher in the factual climate, due to all contributions.
Flow analogs
In the above case, flow-conditioned probabilities are uniform within each flow cluster. While a few clusters can group 'analog' flows with grossly similar features, they aggregate weather patterns that can have quite different details, potentially hindering an accurate characterization of flow-conditioned event probabilities. To make flow-conditioned probabilities more specific to each flow F,
is now estimated by selecting a set of neighboring analogs F k of F and empirically counting the frequency of x values corresponding to these analogs, exceeding the threshold in this set, and dividing by the number of analogs K:
where K is the number of closest flow analogs of F, using for instance the Euclidian distance among SLP fields over a specified domain, and K a the number of analogs for which the corresponding value of x exceeds the threshold x o . This analog approach in a sense generalizes the weather regime approach, considering one regime per distinct flow, instead of a small finite number of clusters comprising different flows. The remaining assumption is that the flow F is not so exceptional that there are no good analogs. We now apply this to the attribution simulations as above. Assuming that one has at hand ensembles of N f factual and N c counterfactual simulated flows and climate indices x, and the ensembles are large enough, the overall probability of exceedance can be estimated as the average of individual flow-conditioned probabilities in each of the two ensembles (factual and counterfactual):
where F n f, and F n c, are the individual flows in the factual and counterfactual climate data sets.
To isolate the contribution of flow changes in passing from counterfactual to factual worlds, an 'intermediate' world can be conceptually designed where flows are the counterfactual flows and x is in the factual world.
Dynamical changes are estimated by subtracting from equation (8) the result obtained by using counterfactual flows, instead of factual flows, and searching their analogs in the factual flow ensemble:
Symmetrically, effects of thermodynamical changes are estimated by subtracting from equation (8) the result of using factual flows, and searching their counterfactual analogs to estimate the flow-conditioned probabilities: Note that we took here the factual world as the reference but equations similar to equations (10) and (11) could have been derived taking the counterfactual climate as a reference (equation (9)). Tests showed that this would have given similar, albeit not equal results in the example below. However we prefer to have the factual climate as a reference as observation exist and uncertainty is therefore better controlled.
The example of extreme precipitation amount of January 2014 in Southern UK
We apply the methods described above to a very large ensembles of atmosphere-only general circulation simulations to disentangle dynamic and thermodynamic contributions of the increase in extreme January precipitation investigated in Schaller et al (2016) . The experimental set-up uses about 17 000 model simulations of possible European winters in 2013/2014 for the factual climate, conditioned on the observed SST, and more than 100 000 simulations from 11 ensembles for the counterfactual climate, using observed SST patterns with the anthropogenic signal removed. Simulations use the factual and counterfactual climates were carried out using the HadAM3P atmospheric model, driven by prescribed SST and sea ice, and with a regional zoom over Europe and the eastern North Atlantic Ocean, at a spatial resolution of about 50 km. Initial conditions are perturbed slightly for each ensemble member on December 1. The patterns of warming removed from the SSTs in the counterfactual ensembles were calculated from 11 different CMIP5 model simulations were calculated by difference between the historical all-forcing simulations and the natural-forcing simulations. These ensembles were selected in order to account for uncertainty of the ocean warming attributable to the atmospheric composition. Schaller et al (2016) estimated the contribution of flow changes by resampling factual monthly amounts of precipitation in bins of a very simple flow index, the mean SLP value North-West of Scotland [20W; 60N] (the point with strongest correlation with South UK precipitation), to match the distribution of counterfactual values of the index. This method is a simplified form of the method of van Haren et al (2013) , and gives an easy way to compute estimation of the dynamical contribution to the overall change in the likelihood of high precipitation to occur but is strongly dependent on the exact MSLP response to SST patterns as shown by Haustein et al (2016) . The method however only accounts for one local feature of the flow. Here we apply the formalism introduced above which takes into account the full SLP field over the regional area simulated by the HadAM3P model and hence is less dependent on the exact index chosen. Flows are characterized by monthly mean SLP fields taken over the regional domain (NE Atlantic and Europe), and the climate index is the monthly precipitation amount over Southern UK as in Schaller et al (2016) .
In figure 2(a) , the two exceedance probability distributions
calculated from analogues and equations (8) and (9) are displayed for only one of the 11 ensembles (calculated from the GFDL-CM3 model), in the form of a return value versus return period diagram. In each case, a constant number of analogs (50) was used to estimate flow-conditioned probabilities in equations (8) and (9). Results are quite insensitive to the exact number of analog flows as shown below.
For this specific ensemble, the probability of a onein-100-year event in the factual world is about 20% less without human influence. About half of this decrease is due to dynamical changes only, as obtained by replacing factual flows by counterfactual flows but using the same conditional probabilities given the flows (equation (10)). Thus in a climate with counterfactual dynamical structures and factual thermodynamics the probability of extreme precipitation amount is about 10% less than in the factual climate.
The estimation of the exceedance probabilities
were calculated from equations (8) and (9) using analogs but can also be directly calculated by counting the number of exceedances in the two ensembles. Results are also shown in figure 2(a) (dotted red and blue curves). Direct estimations slightly differ (by about 5%-10%) from analog estimations, a fact that can be explained by the imperfect nature of flow analogs.
The average results from the 11 ensembles are shown in figure 2(b) . For one-in-100-year events, we find that human influence induces an average increase of about 40% of the probability of extreme January precipitation amount in Southern UK, or equivalently that the risk is reduced by about 30% without human influence relative to the actual world. A climate with factual thermodynamics and counterfactual flows would have about 10% less extremes than the factual climate, explaining about a third of the human influence. Thermodynamical changes explain the other two thirds of the changes ( figure 2(b) ), as obtained by searching analogs of factual flows in the counterfactual simulations set.
We found different results when using the flow cluster method as described in equations (2)-(5). In this case the flow clustering method is based on daily SLP over the North-Atlantic as described in Schaller et al (2016) , providing four weather types as in previous studies (Michelangeli et al 1995) . For details of the method and cluster results the reader is referred to . Each daily flow of each simulation was given a cluster number, and monthly flow clusters were defined as the most populated daily cluster in the month. The average contribution of dynamical changes is much weaker (see figures 2(b) and (d)). This is not surprising as the flow-conditioned probabilities are constant within each cluster, having thousands of different flows, while only the 50 best analogs are selected with the analog method. This makes the flowconditioned probabilities (thermodynamics) much less flow specific. In addition, the wettest regimes (AR and ZO, see figure 2(d)), have opposite frequency changes from factual to counterfactual worlds ( figure 2(d), legend) . Note in particular that the wettest regime, ZO is slightly more frequent in the counterfactual than in the factual climate. This may seem contradictory with the Schaller et al (2016) finding of more frequent very low pressure values at [60W; 20N] (see their figure 4(c) ). The discrepancy relies on the definitions of the flow, more specific in the pressure index case.
The relative dynamical and thermodynamical contributions, calculated in % as
using equations (10) and (11) are shown as a function of the precipitation amount threshold in figure 3(a) . We find that the dynamical contribution decreases for more extreme precipitations, but the significance of this trend is hard to estimate. Notice that the two contributions almost add up to 100%, which results from similar considerations as those for equation (6). This confirms the validity of our assumption of nottoo-different worlds, at least for this example. In order to test the robustness of the results to the parameters of the method we reproduced figure 3(a) but changing (i) the number of analogs and (ii) the distance to measure analogy of flows. The number of analogs was decreased to 10 ( figure 3(b) ) and increased to 500 ( figure 3(c) ) instead of 50. Instead of the 'flat' Euclidian distance, a distance with spatial weights proportional to the square of the correlation between monthly precipitation amounts and SLP was used in order to optimize the relation between atmospheric circulation and precipitation ( figure 3(d) ). The average results are quite insensitive to these methodological changes, showing the robustness of the approach. In each case, the change in large-scale dynamical flow explain a fraction between 20% and 50% of the change in the probability of extreme precipitation amount, decreasing as a function of precipitation intensity. The 
(blue solid), and the probabilities obtained by replacing factual by counterfactual flows while keeping the factual flowconditioned probabilities (orange solid) and vice versa (factual flows with counterfactual flow-conditioned probabilities, green solid) for one of the counterfactual ensemble of simulations. More than 17 000 winters were simulated for the factual climate and more than 15 000 simulations for the counterfactual climate. 5%-95% ranges on probabilities (red and blue shading) are calculated by the probability  -( ) p p n 2 1 ,where n is the number of degrees of freedom, taken here as the number of independent simulations, p is the exceeance probability, and bounds are then transformed into return period. Bottom left ( trend toward a larger contribution of thermodynamics for more extreme cases is found in all experiments.
Discussion
We have presented two methods for disentangling the dynamical and thermodynamical contributions of changes in the likelihood of occurrence of extreme weather events due to external drivers within the framework of probabilistic extreme event attribution. The first method uses a classification of weather types and estimates separately changes in cluster frequency and conditional probability of extreme events within each cluster and combines them to estimate the dynamical and thermodynamical contributions to attributed changes between ensembles of factual and counterfactual climate simulations. The other method estimates flow-conditioned extreme event probabilities using analogs of individual flows simulated in factual or in counterfactual ensembles. When applied to extreme precipitations in Southern UK, we find that about a third of the change in risk is attributable to atmospheric flow changes, using the analog method.
Despite a very different and more general method, we found results similar to those of Schaller et al (2016) . The method developed here accounts for the multidimensional nature of the flow. The results obtained using a few clusters are found to be different, with a lower dynamical contribution, which can be explained by the loose characterization of flows using only a few clusters.
This method calls for a number of further developments and applications, as well as an evaluation for different types of extreme events. Here we used only model data presented in large ensembles. Using observations, instead, is more difficult due to the much more limited number of samples. However previous studies using flow analogs (see e.g. Cattiaux et al 2010) showed that such application should be possible. Factual and counterfactual data sets can be represented by analyzing different time slices in the observation data sets. Sufficiently accurate reanalyses or observational data sets are now available since the middle of the last century, allowing the split into two 30 year long periods. The difference between factual and counterfactual climates in this case cannot be directly interpreted as human influence, as many other processes (such as long-term natural variability) enter into play during this periods. While monthly or seasonal analogs such as calculated here are not possible due to insufficient number of samples, shorter events could be studied. Other types of extremes can also be investigated. Such applications are currently being developed such as for the attribution of the extremely warm winter of 2015.
The method developed here is quite generic and not designed to study only the attribution of human influence on climate change. The separation of factual and counterfactual ensembles can also be done on the basis of other external drivers (e.g. SST anomalies, El Niño years, different aerosol forcings). In principle it can also be used to analyse other indices than classical climate variables, or even impact indices.
While one can expect the method to be applicable in theory to both extratropical and tropical extreme phenomena, it is however less clear how results can be interpreted for tropical phenomena such as extreme precipitations or even heat waves. In the tropics, flows are very much influenced themselves by thermodynamical conditions so the interpretation of the dynamical/thermodynamical split should account for this.
It is important to stress that the method applies to the attribution of 'classes of events', where the observed event is used to define the class of events, often identified as exceedance of a threshold (e.g., Rahmstorf and Coumou 2011 for the Russian heatwave 2010), and not attribution studies of specific events (e.g., Dole et al 2011 for the Russian heatwave 2010). Similar to the majority of attribution studies (e.g. Herring et al 2015) , the definition of the event or class of events in our study does not include other parameters than the meteorological variable causing the impacts with the SST anomaly being the only conditioning factor here. If other framings of event attribution studies are considered such as the event being defined as the conjunction of an impacting variable together with the flow itself, or other variables (e.g., Hannart et al 2015) the methodology would need to be extended to such cases.
The method of disentangling the dynamical and thermodynamical contributions introduced here aims at producing rather fundamental elements for explaining the mechanisms of climate change. However, detailing the processes involved in human influence on climate is always attractive for the public. Provided available observations, or pre-calculated model simulations can be used in near-real time, calculations performed here can easily be automated and applied to provide explanations of weather events and their links to climate change in a time frame of a few days after the events, making it possible to provide scientific evidence while the event is discussed in the media.
